Celebrate Word Power!

Name ______________________________________

My Word Treasures
I know how to read words like these:

1. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

3. ____________________________

4. ____________________________

My Word Lists
I learned to read these lists On My Own:

〇 〇 〇 〇
Dear Family,

The Celebrate Word Power! sheet represents your child’s achievement in some important word-recognition skills; for example, your child can now read many words like those on the My Word Treasures list. Ask your child to read the words on the list to you and tell you what skill he or she has learned to read each word.

Each On My Own numbered list represents a list of words your child can now read correctly, smoothly, and at a good reading speed. We hope that you will extend your congratulations on successfully adding more words to the number of words he or she can now read.

The Celebrate Word Power! sheet represents success. Won’t you celebrate with us?